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Several days ago in an attempt to salvage a failed painting, I applied black paint onto a
piece of paper and pressed it onto the surface of the painting.
I peeled the paper away with no improvement...
I repeated this process with additional sheets of paper in the hope of creating a beneficial
accident which never materialized…
As I looked over the detritus of stuck together pieces of painted paper, I thought can I do
something with any of this waste?
I started peeling apart the painted papers and pressing them onto unused backsides of
other painted papers. Immediately, I started to see results that strongly suggested
landscapes and atmospheric light. After I used up these discards, I proceeded to paint up
new pieces of paper and repeated the process until I had no paper remaining.
It is noteworthy that this process emerged in the aftermath of a dismal painting session.
Furthermore, after seeing the results of many pressed paintings, I felt like throwing away
my canvases...
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chloe
there is no sound that is sent to the speakers. Just the LED lights up. Thank you belkin. If
the speakers are at high volume, this could be very annoying or worse. But the electronics
inside this receiver suppress those unnecessary sounds.

My new years plans fell through. I don't know where I should go for it!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwTul9-HGu8\&t=5m12s

featuring a

asn't feeling gilmore girls

be here on thursday to check out the yearly membership deals at the climbing gyms
Grande Kim
9:36pm
Grande Kim
it was depressing because 1. foun

but like

http://www.agoda.com/city/kuala-lumpur-my.html?CID=1609019

yeah
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http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/30/world/europe/greek-patience-with-austerity-nearsits-limit-.html?_r=0

and detailed bar crawl map, and get started filling that complimentary cup with the best
booze in town. That‚Äôs right, this NYE, the most expansive bar crawl in Morristown,
has an early start- 5pm to be precise! And this extraordinary NYE event goes well past
that epic midnight moment, making this crawl a marathon party for the ages.

//probably a text post.
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and so

we drove back

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/01/fashion/no-shampoo-regimens-replace-thesuds.html?action=click\&pgtype=Homepage\&version=Moth-Visible\&module=insidenyt-region\&region=inside-nyt-region\&WT.nav=inside-nyt-region

and the parking fee

gambling and flashing lights

na go check out the bronx zoo

yet, has that been processed

her thin, straight hair occasionally. She uses a generous amount and really scrubs her
scalp (‚Äúwhich is good and you should be doing anyway,‚Äù she said) and then rinses
thoroughly.

so that shit in shanghai

not regular

)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjIw9UwlS_w
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A strange kind of humming fish has evolved a clever way to avoid deafening itself with
its own noise, researchers have found.

http://www.nature.com/news/2005/050711/full/news050711-1.html

Published online 11 July 2005 | Nature | doi:10.1038/news050711-1

News
Humming fish solves noisy clash

Turning down ear sensitivity could help humans retain their hearing.
Andreas von Bubnoff
A male plainfin midshipman fish hovers over some eggs. The graph shows nerve
impulses to make sound (yellow) and to inhibit hearing (orange).A male plainfin
midshipman fish hovers over some eggs. The graph shows nerve impulses to make sound
(yellow) and to inhibit hearing (orange).¬© Cornell University

A strange kind of humming fish has evolved a clever way to avoid deafening

ith its own noise, researchers have

ordinated so that the bladder vibrated at the exact same time that the ear's sensitivity was
reduced. The researchers checked that the ears weren't simply tuning out in response to a
loud blast of noise: they paralysed the fish to silence their hums, and found that the two
signals were still synchronized.

been clear how this happens. The team notes that all vertebrates have a nerve connection
between the brain and ear that is similar to that found in the plainfin midshipman, so it is
probable that they all use the same mechanism to adjust their hearing, they say.
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like everyone thinks that

Yamaguchi-gumi.

anaka and the yakuza will result in any attempt to clean up the committee or the
Olympics. Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's grandfather Kishi Nobusuke - a former prime
minister himself whom Abe is known to admire - had friendly ties with the Yamaguchigumi; in 1971, Nobusuke helped put up the bail money for a Yamaguchi-gumi member
accused of murder. In 2012, a photo surfaced of Abe and Yamaguchi-gumi member
Ichuu Nagamoto - along with US politician Mike Huckabee - taken in 2008.
Abe insisted that he didn't know Nagamoto, and claimed he'd been photo-bombed.
And so it's possible that the yakuza involvement in the Olympics isn't a problem because
the Abe administration doesn't see it as a problem - just as they don't appear to see yakuza
involvement in the nuclear industry, entertainment industry, and construction industry as
problems. The Tokyo district court ruled in January 2013 that one of the major
construction companies handling Olympic projects had hired yakuza to intimidate
someone

depends on

Yamaguchi-gumi website

is that true? do you actually see that

see when your first check was or will be issued. You will be able to pick it up at the
office.

and if they didn't have tracks on their arms

url

not saying i would want to get to know them

not saying i would want to get to know them

He is a public persona with hundreds of thousands of followers, so the Chinese
government has to be a bit careful with him. That won‚Äôt be the case for most of us. But
for me it is a fact that, unless we do something, our world will look more and more like
his world. This is Ai Weiwei on how that feels:

software on the FBI‚Äôs collection of ‚ÄòWanted‚Äô posters. Neil‚Äôs picture matched
the passport photo of somebody with a different name. That‚Äôs how they found Neil,
who had been living as an English teacher in Nepal for many years. Apparently the
algorithm has no problems matching a 14 year old picture with a picture taken today.
Although it is great that they‚Äôve

Internet is nearly always mediated by a third party. Facebook and WhatsApp sit between
you and your best friend, Spotify sits between you and Beyonc√©, Netflix sits between
you and Breaking Bad and Amazon sits between you and however many Shades of Grey.
The biggest commercial intermediary is Google who by now decides, among other things

how I walk from the station to the theatre, in which way I will treat the symptoms of my
cold, whether an email I‚Äôve sent to somebody else should be marked as spam, where
best I can book
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learly shows that most surveillance is about control. Control is the reason why we take
pleasure in surveilling ourselves more and more.

40%, but with Kara next to him, his productiviy shot upward to 98%. So what do you do
with that lesson? You create a wristband that shocks you whenever you fail to keep to
your own plan. The wristband integrates well, of course, with other apps in your
‚Äúproductivity ecosystem‚Äù.

This is the implicit view on humanity that the the big tech monopolies have: an extremely
cheap source of labour which can be brought to a high level of productivity through the
smart use of machines. To really understand how this works we need to take a short
detour to the gambling machines in Las Vegas.

I'm just cleani

Wait I just noticed an error with the

http://www.zenkokumayakubokumetsudoumei.com/index.html

simone and who else

is here until Sunday but Simone might just be here tonight
There's a teklife

back from a cruise and she will be in the city tonight
so probably just passing through
what show is your sister going to
is she staying with us?

ebt will be more of a pain because i have to do an interview maybe in person
and need lots of documentation
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